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Outline for Culminating Paper

I. Introduction
   A. Curriculum option
   B. Which courses were chosen & brief explanation of why
   C. Brief (two-three sentences) overview of remainder of paper:
      (e.g. This paper will summarize the two courses taken, demonstrate curriculum option
           learning outcomes and MN program goals met, provide evidence of scholarly inquiry and
           reveal how this will be used to meet future professional goals.

II. Discussion of course number one.
   A. Description of the course
      i. Summary from syllabus or online
      ii. Course objectives
   B. Description of which curriculum option learning outcomes were met (as found on the
      UWT website). Include a discussion of what specific assignments, activities addressed
      curriculum option outcomes.
   C. Description of which MN program goals were met (as found on the UWT website).
      Include a discussion of what specific assignments, activities addressed MN goals.
   D. How did this course constitute scholarly inquiry
      i. Examples of in class activities
      ii. Examples of papers written or projects completed.

II. Discussion of course number two.
   A. Description of the course
      i. Summary from syllabus or online
CULMINATING PAPER

ii. Course objectives

B. Description of which curriculum option learning outcomes were met (as found on the UWT website). Include a discussion of what specific assignments, activities addressed curriculum option outcomes.

C. Description of which MN program goals were met (as found on the UWT website).
   Include a discussion of what specific assignments, activities addressed these MN goals.

D. How did this course constitute scholarly inquiry
   i. Examples of in class activities
   ii. Examples of papers written or projects completed.

III. Discussion of future professional goals and how the selected courses fit with, and will help you achieve these goals

IV. Conclusion
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